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Abstract 
By using the algorithm of Nfimberger and Riessinger (1995), we construct Hermite interpolation sets for spaces of 
bivariate splines Sq(d 1 ) of arbitrary smoothness defined on the uniform type triangulations. It is shown that our Hermite 
interpolation method yields optimal approximation order for q >~ 3.5r + 1. In order to prove this, we use the concept of 
weak interpolation and arguments of Birkhoff interpolation. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
We investigate spline spaces of the following type. Let a rectangle R and a partition of R into 
uniform subrectangles be given. We add to each subrectangle the same diagonal and denote the 
resulting partition by A ~. (If we add both diagonals, then the resulting partition is denoted by A2.) 
The space of bivariate splines of degree q and smoothness r with respect to the partition A i is 
denoted by Sq(Ai), i = 1,2. 
Niirnberger and Riessinger [10, 11] developed a method for constructing point sets which admit 
unique Lagrange interpolation from Sq(Ai), i = 1,2. 
The aim of this paper is to define appropriate Hermite interpolation sets which can be considered as 
a limit case of the Lagrange interpolation sets above and to show that the corresponding interpolating 
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splines yield optimal approximation order for Sq(A 1 ) if q >~ 3.5r + 1. More precisely, for each 
f E cq+~(R) the interpolating spline sj E Sq(A 3 ) satisfies IIO"(f-ss)ll ghq+l-°J for o9 E {0 .... ,q}. 
Here h denotes the maximal sidelength of the subrectangles of the partition and the constant K > 0 
is independent of h. 
Niimberger [9] showed that the interpolating spline sf yields (nearly) optimal approximation order 
for S~ (A ~ ), q >/4, which means IIO' '(f - sl)ll ~< Khp-°' for co E {0,..., p -- 1 }, where p = 4 if q = 4 
and p -- q + 1 if q ~> 5. Nfimberger and Walz [12] proved that the interpolating spline SI yields 
(nearly) optimal approximation order for S~(A:), q ~> 2, which means [ IO ' ( f  - ss)ll ~ Kh p-'I' for 
toe {0 , . . . ,p -  1}, where p =q if qE {2,3} and p = q + 1 if q >~4. The interpolating splines in 
Sq(A'), i = 1,2 can be computed locally by passing from one triangle to the next and by solving 
small systems (see the numerical examples in [9, 11, 12]). 
Our proof of the optimal approximation order for Sq(A~), q >1 3.5r + 1, is based on developements 
of the concept of weak interpolation introduced in [9]. In order to prove that there exists dim I~iq 
weak interpolation conditions on each triangle we have to develop new arguments. This is done by 
showing how weak interpolation conditions are transferred across the edges and by applying Birkhoff 
interpolation methods for univariate polynomials. 
We remark that the order of dist(f ,  Sq(A)) is optimal, if q/> 3r + 2 (see [1, 4, 8]). On the other 
hand, it was shown by de Boor and Jia [2] that this is not true for q < 3r + 2, even for the three- 
directional mesh. We finally note that our method is different from Bernstein-Bezier techniques for 
interpolation by Sq(Ai), i = 1,2, used for r = 1 and q ~< 3 in [3, 5, 13-15]. 
2. Main results 
We consider bivariate splines of the following type. First, the space o f  bivariate polynomials of  
total degree q is denoted by 
l~Iq = span{x~y~:  >/O, fl >/O, a + fl ~< q}. 
(The corresponding univariate polynomial space is denoted by I ]q . )  Let a rectangle R = [ao, b0] × 
[c0,d0] and points a0 =x0 <xl  < ""  < xn,-i <xn, =bo, c0=Y0 < yl < ""  < yn~-~ < y~, =do such 
that x i -x i -1  =hi,  i=  1,... ,nl and yj -Y j - l  =h2, j=  1,... ,n2 be given. By defining Rij=(x~_~,xi) × 
(Yj-l,yj), i = 1,...,nl, j = 1 . . . . .  n2, we obtain a partition of R into subrectangles Ri, j. We set 
z/j = (x~,yj), i = 0,...,n~, j = 0,...,n2, add the diagonal from z~_~o_l to z~o to each subrectangle 
Rij and denote by T~ ) (respectively, (2) T~4) the upper left (respectively, the lower right) triangle of 
Rgj. The resulting partition is A ~. 
The space Sq(A ~ ) is defined as follows. Let integers r and q with 0 ~< r < q be given. The space 
Sq(A j ) of all functions E Cr(R) such that the restriction to each subtriangle of the partition A ~ is 
in 1-]q is called space of bivariate splines of  degree q and smoothness r. 
We now investigate interpolation by Sq(A ~ ). In contrast o the univariate case, it is a nontrivial 
problem to construct any set at which interpolation by Sq(A ~ ) is possible. Therefore, we formulate 
the following problem: Determine a set {zl,... ,ZN} in R, where N- -d im Sq(A 1 ) such that for each 
function f E C(R), the Lagrange interpolation problem Sr(Zi) = f(zi), i = 1 . . . . .  N has a unique 
solution sf E Sq(A 1 ). Such a set {Zl,... ,ZN} is called Lagrange interpolation set for Sq(A 1 ). 
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Fig. 1. Interpolation steps for Sq(AI). 
If we consider not only function values of f but also partial derivatives of a sufficiently dif- 
ferentiable f ,  then we speak of a Hermite interpolation problem for the space Sq(A t ), and the 
corresponding sets are called Hermite interpolation sets for Sq(A~). For describing Hermite inter- 
polation conditions, we denote by fx and fy  the partial derivatives of  f for x and y, respectively. 
The higher partial derivatives are denoted by fx~yt;. Given a point z = (x, y)  E R, we set 
DO'f (z) = (fx..,(z), fx-- ,y(z), . . . ,  fxy ..... (z), f y,(z)). 
The uniform norm of  f is defined by ]]f[I = max{l f (z) l :  z E R} and for the derivatives, we set 
IlD'"fl[ = max{llf~y,, l l :  ~/> 0, //t> 0, ~ +/~ = ~o}. 
In the following, we construct Hermite interpolation sets for Sq(A j ). The construction of Hermite 
interpolation sets is done by describing Lagrange interpolation sets for these spaces and then "taking 
limits". The following construction of  Lagrange interpolation sets is a special case of [I0, 11]. 
3. Construction of Lagrange interpolation sets 
In order to construct Lagrange interpolation sets for Sq(AI), we only have to describe four basic 
steps. For an arbitrary subtriangle T of the partition A ~, one of the following four steps will be 
applied on T. 
Step A. (Starting step) Choose q + 1 disjoint line segments a~,... ,aq+l in T. For i = 1,... ,q + 1, 
choose q + 2 -  i distinct points on ai. 
Step B. Choose q- r  disjoint line segments bj , . . .  ,bq_r in T. For i=  1 . . . .  ,q - r ,  choose q+l - r - i  
distinct points on bi. 
Step C. Choose q - 2r + [lr] disjoint line segments c l , . . .  ,Cq_2r+1½r ] in T. For i -- 1 . . . . .  q - 2r, 
choose q+ 1 - r - i  distinct points on ci and for i=q-2r+l  .... ,q-2r+[½r] choose 2(q- i ) -3 r+ l  
distinct points on c,. 
Step D. Choose q -  2 r -  1 disjoint line segments dl . . . . .  dq-2,.-i in T. For i = 1 . . . . .  q -  2 r -  1, 
choose q - 2r - i distinct points on di. 
Here and in the following, we set [b] = max{a E Y : a ~< b}. If the number of lines in step C or 
step D is nonpositive, then no points are chosen. 
Given a partition A l, we construct interpolation sets by applying the above steps successively to 
the subtriangles. We choose diagonal (respectively, horizontal) line segments in T~I/) (respectively, 
T I~) , where we choose horizontal line segments T~)); except in the first triangle in the upper row, l,n:
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Fig. 2. Interpolation set for S~(A) 1. 
(see Fig. 2). The points chosen on these line segments hall not lie on the triangles already consid- 
ered. First, we apply step A to T (1) (starting triangle). Then, by passing from the left to the right, l,rt2 
we apply step B to the triangles T,!knl,(i,k)c{(i~,k~) • ij = 1,...,n~, kl = 1 ,2} \  {(1,1)}. Then we 
consider j = n2 - 1. We apply step B to T (1) and T(2) By passing from the left to the 1,n2--1 a n l ,n2 - -1"  
right, we apply step C (respectively, step D) to the triangles T (2) i = 1,. ,n~ - 1 (respectively, i ,  n2 - -1 '  " " 
~l)  i = 2,. . .  n2). Then we consider the next row and apply the same steps as for j = n 2 - -  1. ,n2 - - l '  
We continue this method until all rows of the partition are considered (see Fig. 1). 
Next, we construct Hermite interpolation sets for Sq(A~). This is done by using the Lagrange 
interpolation above and by "taking limits". We consider the Lagrange configurations and let certain 
points and line segments coincide (Fig. 2 indicates which points and line segments hall coincide). I f  
certain points on some line segments coincide, then we pass to the directional derivatives orthogonal 
to the line segments. In this way, we obtain the following Hermite interpolation problem. 
4. Construction of Hermite interpolation sets 
Let a sufficiently differentiable function f E C(R) be given. For defining Hermite interpolation 
conditions for a spline s CSq(A~), we only have to describe four basic conditions. Let T be an 
arbitrary subtriangle of  the partition A ~ . If  T is not the first from the left triangle in the top row, 
then T denotes the adjacent subtriangle left of  T in the same row if it exists and up of T otherwise. 
One of the following four conditions will be imposed on the polynomial p = sir E l'Iq. 
Condition A. (Starting condition) D'~p(z)=D~'f(z) ,  09 = 0 . . . . .  q, where z is a vertex of  T. 
Condition B. D~p(z )= D~f(z) ,  o~ =-0 , . . . ,q -  r -  1, where z is the vertex of T not belonging 
to iv. 
Condition C. px~yl~(z) -- fx~y~,(z), ~ >~ 0, /~ ~> 0, ~ +/~ ~< q - r - 1, ~ + 2/~ ~< 2q - 3r - 2, where 
z is the vertex of  T not belonging to /~. 
Condition D. D'°p(z)= D°f(z) ,  09 = 0 . . . . .  q -  2 r -  2, where z is the midpoint of  the diagonal 
of  T. 
While Condition A, B and D are symmetric with respect to x and y, this is not the fact with 
condition C. Fig. 3 presents the domain in which all integer points (~,/~) are taken in order to get 
condition C. 
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Fig. 3. Condition C. 
Given a partition A j, we impose interpolation conditions on s by passing from the upper to the 
lower row and by passing from the first to the last triangle in each row as follows (see Fig. 1 ). 
First, we assign condition A to T (~) Then by passing from the left to the right, we assign 1,rt 2 • 
condition B to the remaining triangles of the upper row. Then we consider j -- nz - 1. We assign 
condition B to the lower vertex of the first triangle in this row. Then, by passing from the left to 
the right, we alternatively assign condition C and condition D to the remaining triangles in the row, 
except hat to the last triangle we assign condition B. Then we consider the next row and assign the 
same conditions as in the row before. We continue this method until all rows of the partition are 
considered. (Note that the order of the condition in the starting row is different from the conditions 
in all other rows.) 
We prove our main theorem on approximation order (Theorem 2) by showing that the interpolating 
spline satisfies d im 1-~q weak interpolation conditions on each subtriangle of A ~ and then apply Lemma 
3 below. By using even simpler arguments as in the proof of Theorem 2, it follows that a spline 
s E Sq(A ~ ) which fulfills the homogeneous Hermite interpolation conditions above satisfies d im I~q 
homogeneous interpolation conditions on each subtriangle of A ~. Therefore, we get the following 
result. 
Theorem 1. For each sufficiently differentiable function f E C(R), there exists a unique spline 
sf E Sq(A l ), q >~ 3.5r + 1, which satisfies the Hermite interpolation conditions described above. 
The next result shows that the Hermite interpolation method described above yields optimal ap- 
proximation order for q >~ 3.5r+ 1. We denote by ¢ the angle between the horizontal and the diagonal 
lines of the partition A 1 and set h = max{h~,hz}. In the following theorem, the norm denotes the 
maximum of the uniform norm over all subtriangles of the partition (w.r.t. the polynomial pieces). 
Theorem 2. Let q, rE  NI tO {0} be given such that q >>, 3.5r+ 1. For each function f Ecq+Z(R), 
there exists a constant K > O, such that for the unique interpolating spline Sr E Sq(A ~ ) in Theorem 
1 and for all ~oE {0,...,q}, 
l lD ' ° ( f  - ss)l l  ~ Kh q+'-'°. (1) 
(The constant K > 0 depends on r, q, ¢, ]IDq+l fi] and is independent of  h. ) 
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In order to prove Theorem 2, we need the following result on weak interpolation by bivariate 
polynomials. Let a triangle W with vertices (0,0), (21,0) and (22,23), where 23 > 0 be given. 
Moreover, let 0 <<. Yo <<- YJ <<, "'" <~ Yq-i <~ Yq ~< }~3 and for each jE  {0, . . . ,q},  Xo,i <<- "'" ~ Xq_jj be 
given such that all points zg, j = (x~j, yj), i = 0 , . . . ,q  - j ,  j = 0 , - - . ,q  are contained in W. To each 
point z~4 , we assign integers 
~i, j=max{~" xi-~,i . . . . .  xi.j} and /~j=max{/~: yj_/~ . . . . . .  yj}. 
The next result on weak interpolation follows from Lemma 4 in [9]. 
Lemma 3. Let a function f C cq+I(w) and a family of  bivariate polynomials {Ph E I]q" h E (0, 1]} 
be 9iven. Suppose that there exists a constant k > 0 such that for all h E (0, 1], 
[(f - ph)x~,y/!,(hzi,j)] <~ Kh q+l-~'' '- l l j ,  i = 0,...  ,q - j ,  j = 0,...  ,q. (2) 
Then there exists a constant K > 0 such that for all h E (0, l] and o) E {0,... ,q}, 
I ID" ( I  - Ph)llhw ~< ghq+l-"~. (3) 
The constant K depends on ~2, q, [[oq+~fll, the smallest anyle of  W and is independent of  h. 
(We briefly say that Ph weakly interpolates f on hW t f (2)  is satisfied.) 
For the proof of Theorem 2, we also need a result on weak interpolation by a set of univari- 
ate polynomials {gh E IIq : h E (0, 1]} in the sense of Birkhoff interpolation. Therefore, let 0 ~< to 
<~... <~ tq ~< 1 and integers 7j E {0,. . . ,q}, j =0 , . . . ,q ,  be given such that if i# j  and t~ = tj, then 
7i # 7j. We say that the Birkhoff interpolation problem is well-posed for IIq if for each sufficiently 
differentiable function f E C[0, 1], there exists a unique polynomial 9 E IIq with the following prop- 
erties: 
g(~")(tj) = f(~")(tj), j = 0 . . . . .  q. (4) 
Lemma 4. Let a fimction f E C q+l [0, 1] and a family of  univariate polynomhlls {gh E IIq : h E (0, 1]} 
be 9iven. Suppose that the Birkhoff interpolation is well-posed and that there exists a constant 
> 0 such that for all h E (0, 1], 
[(f -- 9h)(~")(htj)[ <<. Ch q+l-;'', j = 0,...  ,q. (5) 
Then there exists a constant C > 0 such that for all hE(0,  1] and mE {0 . . . . .  q}, 
II(f - Chq+l-e). (6) 
The constant C depends on C, q, IIf II and is independent of  h. (We briefly say that 9h weakly 
interpolates f on [0, h] tf (5) is satisfied. ) 
Proof. Let 0 E IIq be the Taylor polynomial of f ,  defined by 
O(t) ~ f(I')(O) t" = tE [0,1]. 
~=o P! ' 
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It is well known that for oJ E {0 . . . . .  q}, 
[(f  - O)(°')(ht)[ <<, ]]f(q+')]] h q+'-~, t E [0, 1]. 
(q + 1 - co)! 
It follows that there exists a constant C~ > 0 such that for all h E (0, 1] and mE {0 .. . . .  q}, 
~J lifo, hi ~< (7)  
where C~ depends on q, IIf(q+'~ll and is independent of h. Thus, we obtain for ogE {O,...,q}, 
I I ( f  - gh)¢°')llto, hl <- I I ( f  -- O)¢~llto, hl + II(gh - O)(~)lho, hl 
<~ C, hq+'-¢° + II(oh --O)¢~)llto, h~. (8 )  
We set gh = gh -- g E IIq, and have to show that there exists a constant C2 > 0 (independent of h) 
such that for all hE(0,  1] and toe {0,...,q}, 
^(~) C2hq+l .... . II~h lifo, hi ~< (9)  
Since Birkhoff interpolation is well-posed, the polynomial gh E IIq can be written as follows 
q 
X-" ~e,)'ht "l Oh ---- Z_, ffh t i) h.~, ( lO) 
i=0 
where lh,i E IIq, i = 0,.. . ,  q, are the fundamental polynomials defined by the conditions 
l~;",)(htj) = 6i,j, j = 0,... ,q. 
(Here, (~i,j denotes the Kronecker symbol.) For all o)E {0 . . . . .  q} and t E [0,h], we have 
-hT'-~°l(~')(h ) i=O, . . . ,q ,  (11) lh, ic,,,) (t)  1,i , 
which immediately follows from the fact that the polynomial h;" l~.g(~)E IIq satifies the same inter- 
polation conditions as lh,~. From (11), we obtain for all h E (0, 1] and e)E {0,... ,q}, 
h;.,-,o 1(,,,) II/~,~)ll~0,hl = -,,i lit0,,1, i - -  0 . . . . .  q. (12)  
It follows from (5) and (7) that for all hE(0,  1] and jE  {0,...,q}, 
[ff~")(htj)[ <<. I ( f  - gh)¢"')(htj)l + [ ( f  -- O)c>")(htj)] <~ ((: + C, )h q+l-;j (13) 
Thus, we get from (10), (12) and (13) that for all hE(0,1] and toe {0,...,q}, 
q 
^(o~) 
gh [0, hi < (C  + C I ) Z 'Oat /,,q+l--7 /.,7 . . . .  tl,i [0,1]¢/ #t . 
i=0 
By denoting C2 (C + Cl ) ~q=0 (o~) = IIZ,,i IIt0.lj, we obtain (9) which completes the proof. [] 
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Fig. 4. Transferring weak interpolation conditions (r = 3). 
Remark 5. For the particular choice 7j = max{7 : tj_~, . . . . .  tj}, j = 0,.. .  ,q, condition (4) reduces 
to a Hermite interpolation condition. This generalizes the concept of univariate weak interpolation 
introduced in [9]. 
Remark 6. In the proof of Theorem 2, we will apply Lemma 4 to certain families of  derivatives 
{(Ph)¢-): E I'lq_~ : h c (0, 1]} in direction of l ± restricted to/1 = {tl : t C [0, 1]}, where l = (ll, 12) 
is a unit vector, l ± = (-12, ll ) and {Ph E /'Iq : h E (0, 1]} is a family of  bivariate polynomials. 
In order to prove Theorem 2, we need the following result on transfering weak interpolation 
conditions for splines from one triangle to the next. Let z C []~2 and l = (ll, 12), m = (mt,m2) be two 
linearly independent unit vectors which are not orthogonal and let the cones 
D1 = {z + ~lm + "Czm ± : "el, "c2 /> 0} ,  
D2 = {z + "~1 l + "c2 m± : T1, '15 2 ~ 0}, 
such that z + l ~ DI and z + m ~ D2 be given (see Fig. 4). 
The following result on transfering weak interpolation conditions for a family of bivariate splines 
holds. We illustrate condition (14) and (15) of the following lemma in Fig. 4. 
Lemma 7. Let a function f E cq+I(D1 (A D2), a family o f  bivariate splines {Sh E cr(ol (A D2) : 
ShID, = Ph, i C I'Iq, i = 1,2, h E (0, 1]} and an integer k E {0, . . . ,q  - r - 1} be 9iven. I f  there exist 
constants KI, 1£2 > 0 such that for  all h E (0, 1], 
[(f --Ph,1)m~(m±)l~(Z)[~K1 hq+l-~-l~, ~+f l<. r+k+l ,  c~>>.O, f l> .k+l  (14) 
I ( f  - Ph, z)(l±)~t,,(z)[ <~ Kzh q+'-~-~, fl = 0,.. .  ,q - ~, ~ = 0 . . . . .  k, (15) 
then there exists a constant K3 > 0 such that for  all hE(O, 1] and f ie  {0, . . . , r} ,  
[ ( f  - ph, Z)(l±),+,ll,(z)[ <~ K3 hq-k-t~. (16) 
Proof. First, we show that for all hE(0 ,  1] and/~C {0, . . . , r} ,  
I(f - Ph,2)¢mi)k+'l~'(z)l ~ X4hq-k-13, (17) 
for some constant K4 > 0. Here and in the following, we use the formula 
t~=0 
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where dl, d2 and =ldl + =2d2 are unit vectors and 2 is a natural number. Setting =1 = (l,m) and 
=2 = ( l ,m±) ,  we get l = =lm + =2m ±. (Here, (.,-) denotes the standard inner product.) Therefore, by 
(18), 
fl 
- = =1 =2( f -  ph, z)ml~-,(m')k ..... (Z), (19) 
it=0 
for all fl E {0 , . . . , r} .  Since fl - p ~< r, and because of the C-property of Sh, 
( f  - ph.z)m"-,,(,,±)'+'+,'(Z) = ( f  -- Ph.1)m"-,'(m')'+'+,'(Z), # ---- 0,... ,fl, (20) 
for all fl E {0,..., r}. (Here, we used the fact that in direction of m ± higher derivatives of Ph,1 and 
Ph,2 coincide, even though sh is only in Cr(D1LAD2). )  Since ( f l -#)+(k+ 1 +#)=f l+k+ 1 ~< r+ 
k+l ,  f l -#~>0 andk+l+#~>k+l ,  #- -0  . . . . .  fl, f l - -0 , . . . , r ,  we can apply (14) so that by 
(19) and (20), 
I ( / -  Ph,2)~m" ~'+',,'(Z)l ~ (1=11 + I==l)~X,h q-'-~, (21) 
for all h E (0, 1] and f ie  {0 , . . . , r} .  Thus, we get (17) with K, = 2"Ki. 
Now, we show that there exists a constant K5 > 0 such that for all h E (0, 1] and fl E {0 . . . . .  r}, 
](f  - ph,2)(,,±),+,-,q,,+/,(z)[ ~ Khh q-k-#, # = 1,... ,k + 1. (22) 
Since m ± = =3l ± + =4l, where =3 = (m ±, l ±) and =4 = (m ±, l), we obtain from (18), 
( f  - ph,2)(mX ),+,-,,l,,+t,(Z) 
k+l--# 
- -  Z k+l-lt k+l -p-~ z -- ( ~ )=3 =, ( f  - Ph, z)(t±)'+' ,, ,,,,+,+,(z), (23) 
3=0 
for all f ie  {0 . . . . .  r} and #E {1 , . . . , k+ 1}. Since #+f l+zE  {0 , . . . ,q -k -  1 +#+~} and k+ 1 - 
#-  ~E {0,... ,k}, ~=0, . . . , k+ 1 -#,  #= 1 .. . . .  k+ 1, we obtain by (15) and (23), 
I ( f  - Ph,2)(m±~'+'-,'t,'+,'(z)l <<- (1=31 + I=,[)~+'-"K2h q-'-~, 
for all hE(0,1],  f lE{0, . . . , r}  and #E{1, . . . , k+ 1}. Therefore, (22) holds with an appropriate 
constant/(5 > 0. 
Now, we prove (16). Since l ± = =hm ± + =6l ,  where =5 = (m ±, l±) -1 and =6 = - - (  m±,  l)=5, and by 
(18), (17) and (22), 
I(f - ph,2)(z±~,+,,,,(z)l ~ I=~+l(f - Ph,2)(m±)k+,ll,(z)[ 
k+l 
-[- Z k+l ^,k+l--/~^,#l g- ( . ) [~s  ~6~J -  ph,2)(.~,+,-,,,,,+,,(z)l 
p=l 
~< (l=hlk+'K4 + (1=,1 + 1=6I)'+'Kh) q-'-a, 
for all h E(0, 1] and f ie  {0 . . . . .  r}.  By denoting K3 = I=,I +'K4 + (1=,1 + we obtain (16). 
This proves the lemma. [] 
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By using Lemmas 3, 4 and 7, we now prove Theorem 2. 
Proof  o f  Theorem 2 . Let a partition A1 of R be given. We note that the partition depends on h. But 
for simplicity in the following we omit h. Let sf E Sq(A1), q >f 3.5r + l, be the unique interpolating 
spline of f .  
The method of proof is to show that for each triangle T{k),4 the polynomial p[~)= sfl<, ,,E Hq 
weakly interpolates f on Tic,~ ), i=  1,.. . ,nl,  j = 1,...,n2, k---- 1,2. For doing this, we argue locally 
by considering a fixed number of triangles around each subtriangle T of the partition. Therefore, for 
all triangles, we obtain inequality (2) with the same constant/£ > 0. Then Theorem 2 follows from 
Lemma 3. Thus, we have to show: 
Claim 8. For each triangle T of the partition A l, the polynomial p=sf l r  E IIq weakly interpolates 
f on T. 
We denote by d = (d l ,d2)  the unit vector in the direction of the diagonal from Zi_l,j_ 1 to z~ o. First, 
we show: 
Claim 9. For all ~E{0, . . , r} the polynomial " o), • tPi, j )(d±)~ E IXq_~ weakly interpolates fa±)~ on 
[Zi-14-1,Zio], i = 1,.. . ,nl,  j = 1,...,n2. 
We consider four cases to prove Claim 9. 
Case 1. Let iE {2,. . . ,nl} and jE  {1, . . . ,n2 -1}  be given• We set u=zi-lo-~, w=zio and denote 
by £ the midpoint of the diagonal of Ri4 (see Fig. 5). We proceed by induction on ct. It follows from 
the interpolation condition C on the triangles T}z)Lj and T~)+, at the points u and w, respectively, 
and the C r property of s f, that for all fl c {0,. . . ,r},  
( f  - p}.l])d/,(u) = 0 and ( f  - p[~))d,,(W) = O. (24) 
Therefore, by the interpolation condition D on the triangle T~] ) ( ( f -  p[~))d,,(£) ---- 0, f l - - - -0, . . . ,q-  
2r -- 2), and (24), we obtain that Claim 9 holds for ~ : 0. We now assume that Claim 9 holds for 
all ~E{0 . . . . .  k}, k ~< r -  1 and show that the same is true for ~=k+ 1. 
To this end we will apply Lemma 7 to f - sf twice: at the point z = u with m = x, m ± = y and 
l : d, as well as at the point z = w with m : y ,  m ± = x and l : -d .  By  induction hypothesis and 
Lemma 4 (see remarks after this lemma) ,  it fo l lows,  that there exists a constant K2 > 0 such that 
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for all h E (0, 1], 
I ( f  (1) - Pi.j )(d±)~x,(z)[ ~< K2h q+l-~-#, fl = 0,. . .  ,q -- ~, ~ = 0, . . . ,k ,  (25) 
at any point z E [u, w]. Hence, condition (15) holds true in both cases z = u and z = w. Thus we 
have to check condition (14). First, we consider the case z = u. Condition (14) now has the form 
I(f - pl2-),4)x~yl~(u)[ ~ K1 hq+l-a-#, ~ + fl <~ r + k + 1, ~ I> 0, fl ~> k + 1, (26) 
so that (~, fl) are all the integer points in the triangle of Fig. 6. 
On the other side, by the interpolation condition C on the triangle T~_214, we have that 
( f  - pl2_),,j)x,y~(u) = 0, (27) 
for any (~,fl) in the quadrangular domain shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, the interpolation condition 
implies (26) if and only if the triangle lies inside the quadrangle (see Fig. 7). It is easy to see that 
this is true for all k ~< r - 1 while q ~> 3.5r + 1. 
Thus, by Lemma 7 there exists a constant/(3 > 0 such that for all hE(0 ,  1] and f ie  {0 . . . . .  r}, 
-- Fi, j )(d± )~'cV'(U)[ ~ I(3 hq-k-I~" (28)  
In the case z = w condition (14) has the following form: 
( f  (2) - P i , j+~)y~' (w)= O, ~ + fl ~< r +k  + 1, ~ ~> O, /3 ~> k + 1. (29) 
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The arguments imilar to the above show that (29) follows from the interpolation condition C on 
the triangle T~)+I i f  the triangle in Fig. 8 lies inside the quadrangle. This is true for all k ~< r - 1 
since q /> 3r + 1. 
By  Lemma 7 there exists a constant/(3 > 0 such that for all hE(0 ,  1] and f ie  {0 , . . . , r} ,  
[ ( f  (1) (1) - P i j  )(d±)~+'(-d)I~(W)l ~ ff~3 hq-k-[3" (30) Pi,j )(a±)'+'d/'(W)[ : I(f - 
Now,  it follows from (28) and (30) and by condition D, 
( f _  ~(1)~ )~+,ud£) --- 0, f l - -0 , . .  ,q 2 r -k  3, 1Ji, j )(d ± • -- __ 
that Claim 9 holds true for ~ = k ÷ 1. 
Case 2. Let i = 1 and j E { 1 , . . . ,  n2 - 1 } be given. We set u = Zo,j-1, v = Zo,j and w = zl,j. Then 
[u, v] lies on the boundary of  the partition. By the interpolation condition B at u, we get for all 
f lE{O, . . . ,q - r -  1}, 
( f  (1) - p ld)a , , (u)  = 0. (31) 
By the interpolation condition at w and the C r property of  sf,  we obtain for all fl E {0 . . . . .  r}, 
( f  (l) - p l , s )adw)  = 0. (32) 
By (31) and (32), it follows that Claim 9 holds for ~ = 0. We now assume that Claim 9 holds for 
all ~E {0, . . . ,k} ,  k ~< r -  1 and show that the same is true for k+ 1. We get (30) in the same way 
as in case 1. By  interpolation condition B at u, we obtain 
( f  (1) - Pi.j )(a±)~,a~,(u) = 0, fl = 0 . . . .  ,q - r - k - 2. (33) 
It follows from (30) that Claim 9 holds for a -- k + 1. 
Case 3. Let i C {2, . . . ,n l  } and j = nz. This case can be treated analogously as case 2. 
(1) Case 4. Let i = 1 and j = n2. Since Pl,,.. E I]q has dim I~q interpolation conditions on T tl) ,1,,~ this 
case is trivial. 
Now, we show 
Claim 10. For  al l  ~ E {0, ... , q - 2r - 1 } the po lynomia l  (P/d ~ (2))y~\ E r[q_~ weak ly  interpolates fy~ on 
[z i - l , j - l , z id - l ] ,  i = 1 . . . . .  nl ,  j = 1 . . . .  ,nz. 
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To prove Claim 10, we proceed by induction on ~. We set u =z~-l. j-1, v =z~.j and w =z~,j_~. It 
follows from Claim 9 and Lemma 4, that there exists a constant K~ > 0 such that for all h E (0, 1], 
I ( f  (1) /~lhq+l_a_// -- Pi,j )(a±)=dl'(U)[ <~ , ct = 0 . . . . .  r, fl >~ O. (34) 
We have x= ~ld + ~2d ±, where ~1 =d l ,  ct2 =-d2 .  Hence, by the C r property ofs  t and (18), we 
obtain from (34) that for all h E (0, 1] and fl E {0 , . . . , r} ,  
[ ( f  - pl,Zi))x,~(u)l <<-/L(I~,I + 1~21)/shq+l-a (35) 
Interpolation condition C at w implies 
( f  - pl~))x/,(w) = 0, ]J --- 0 . . . .  ,q - r - 1. (36) 
Therefore, we get from (35) and (36) that _(2) pi, j weakly interpolates f on [u, w] so that the statement 
holds for ~ = 0. We now assume that Claim 10 holds for all ~E {0 , . . . , k} ,  k ~< q-  2 r -  2, and 
show that the same is true for k + 1. By induction hypothesis and Lemma 4 it follows, that there 
exists a constant/£2 > 0 such that for all h E (0, 1], 
I ( f  - _(2) Pi, j )y~xl~(U)l <~ ff~'2 hq+l-~-3, fl = 0 , . . .  ,q -- ~, ~ = 0 . . . . .  k. (37) 
We now apply Lemma 7 at the point z = u with m a- = d and l = x. It follows from (34) and (37) 
that conditions (14) and (15) of  Lemma 7 are satisfied. Therefore, there exists a constant/(3 > 0 
such that for all h E (0, 1] and f ie  {0, . . . , r} ,  
I ( f  _(2) - Pi.j )y'-'x"(u)l <~ K3 hq-k-[3. (38) 
By the interpolation condition C (respectively B, if j = n2 or i - -n l  ) at w, we get 
(2)~ ~+,x/,(W ) ( f -  p~,j jy ---- 0, fl = 0 , . . . ,q -  k - r - 2. (39) 
Thus, it follows from (38) and (39) that Claim 10 holds for k + 1. 
We remark that, if T~2 ) is such that s T has interpolation condition B at w (i.e., j = n2 or i ---- n~ ), 
l , J  
then it can be shown by analogue arguments that Claim 10 holds also for ~ E {q-  2r , . . . ,  q -  r -  1 }. 
In the following, we show: 
Claim 11. For each triangle T~2)t,j, i=  1,.. . ,nl, j=  1, • . . ,n2  the po lynomia l  pl,2)E F[q weakly inter- 
polates f on T!2 ) 
1,J  " 
To prove Claim 11, we consider three cases. 
Case 1. Let i E{1 , . . . ,n l  - 1} and jE{1 , . . . ,n2 -  1}. We set u=z i_ l , j _ . ,  v=z i , j  and w=z~,j_~ 
(see Fig. 9). 
Because of  the C r property of  sf  and the fact that higher derivatives of f _  I)i+l,J+ 1 - (2 )  and f -  p~+,.;-(1) 
(respectively, f - _~l) _(2), /)i+l,j and f -  1)i,j ) in direction of x (respectively, y)  coincide, we get by Claim 
10 (since r <<, q -2r -  1) and Lemma 4 that there exists a constant/(4 > 0 such that for all h E (0, 1] 
and ~, f iE{0  . . . . .  r}, 
(1 ) )x~ t~(/3 ~ (2) . g4hq+l-~-l~ I(f - Pl,~))x,y,,(v)l--I(f - Pi+l,j, y )1 I ( f  - Pi+l,j~- )x,yt,(v)[ <~ (40)  
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z (2), i~iq _ ~ In the following, we will show that for all c~ E {q-  2r . . . .  ,q -  r -  1} the polynomial tPi4 )y~ E 
weakly interpolates fy~ on [u, w]. We prove this by induction on ~. We begin with a = q -  2r. It 
follows from (40) that for all h E (0, 1] and f ie  {0, . . . , r} ,  
(2)~, t~(V ]( f  - Pi, j Jxy,  )l ~ K4hq+l-r-"" (41) 
By interpolation condition C at w, we get for all f i e  {0 . . . . .  q -  2 r -  1}, 
(2)~ /dw ( f  - Pi4 Jz, y ,  ) = 0. (42) 
Therefore, by (41) and (42), we obtain that tPi4" (2).)x, E (Iq-r weakly interpolates fx, on Iv, w]. It 
follows from Lemma 4, that there exists a constant Ks > 0 such that for all h E (0, 1], 
[ ( f  - p}2))y~-2,~,(w)l ~ Ksh r+l. (43) 
Moreover, interpolation condition C at w also implies 
( f  _ _(2) Pi,j )y,-2'x'(W) = 0, fi = 0, . . . ,  r - 2. (44) 
[ ,~(2) h By Claim 10, tvi.j Jy~ weakly interpolates fy~ on [u,w], ~ = 0, . .q -  2 r -  1. Hence, by Lemma 4, 
(37) holds true for k = q - 2r - 1. Therefore, arguing as in the proof of  Claim 10, we obtain (38) 
with k =q-  2 r -  1, i.e., 
[ ( f  (2) i~3h2r+l-fl, (45) - Pi,; )y',-2"x'(U)[ <~ fi = 0, . . . , r ,  
where K3 > 0. Since Birkhoff interpolation for 0 ~ to . . . . .  tr-1 < tr . . . . .  hr, and 7j = J, J = 
0 , . - . , r -  2, 7~-1 = r, ?r+j = j ,  j = 0 , . . . , r ,  is easily seen to be well-posed for II2r, it follows from 
(43)-(45) that tPi.j" (2),)y,_2, E 1~2r weakly interpolates f~,,-,., on [u, w]. This shows the case ~ = q - 2r. 
- (2)~ Now, we assume that for k E {q - 2r, . . .  ,q - r - 2} the polynomial (p~,j j),~ E fIq_~ weakly inter- 
polates fy~ on [u,w] for all e E {q - 2r . . . .  ,k}. Moreover, in the case k E {q-2r , . . .  ,q -2r+[½r] - l} ,  
we assume that t'Pi, j(2)')~, ..... E I'Ir+~ weakly interpolates fx~-,-~ on [v,w] for all e E {q - 2r , . . . ,  k}. 
- (2) We have to show that (Pi j) /+, E IIq_k_~ weakly interpolates fy~+, on [u,w]. For doing this, we 
consider two cases. First, we treat the case k .G< q - 2r + [½r] - 1. 
It follows from (40) that for all hE(0 ,  1] and f ie  {0 . . . . .  r}, 
I ( f  (2) K4h,+k+2-~. -- Pi,j )x', .... ~ ,/,(v)l ~< (46) 
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By interpolation condition C at w, we get for all fl E {0 . . . . .  q -  2 r -  1}, 
( f  (2) - P ,4  )x , , - , -~- , / (w)  = 0. (47)  
From the induction hypothesis and Lemma 4, we obtain that there exists a constant K6 > 0 such 
that for all hE(0,1] and f lE{q-2r  . . . . .  k}, 
[ ( f  (2) K6hr+k+2-fl. - Piq )x,,-'-~-'/(w)l <~ (48) 
It follows from (46)-(48) that " (2), tP/4 x,,-,-,-, E I]r+k+l weakly interpolates f,,-, ,-, on [v,w]. Hence, 
we obtain from Lemma 4 that there exists a constant i('s > 0 such that for all h E (0, 1], 
] ( f  (2) /~sh~+l. -- Pi, j )y'~tx"-'-~-'(W)] <<- (49) 
The second part of the induction hypothesis ays that " (2), tP~o ~,-,-, E I'L+, weakly interpolates f,, .... 
on [v,w] for all e E {q-  2r,. . . ,k}. Therefore, it follows from Lemma 4 and (49) that there exists 
a constant/(7 > 0 such that for all hE(0,1] and f iE{q- r -k -  1,... ,r}, 
I ( f  -  12)- 1Ji,j )y'+txl'(W)[ ~ Kvh q-k-l~. (50) 
Moreover, interpolation condition C at w also implies 
(21  .,.,,(w) ( f -P ,4 Jy  =0,  f l - -0  . . . . .  2(q-k -2 ) -3r .  (51) 
By the induction hypothesis and Claim 10, " (2) I,Pi,j)y~ weakly interpolates fy~ on [u,w], for any 
~E {0,...,k}. Therefore, we can apply the same argumentation as in the proof of Claim 10 and 
obtain that (38) holds for the actual k, i.e., 
]( f  _ _ (2 ) -  IJi,j )¢+,xl,(U) <<. 1(3 hq-k-fl, fl = 0, . . . , r ,  (52) 
where / (3  > 0. It can be easily seen (cf. [7], Theorem 1.5) that Birkhoff interpolation for 0 ~ to = 
. . . .  tq-k-r-2 < tq-k-r- I  . . . . .  tq-k-I ~< 1 and 7 j= j ,  j=O, . . . ,2 (q -k -  2 ) -  3r, 7 j= j -q+k + 
2r + 2, j = 2(q -  k - 2) - 3r + 1, . . . ,q  - k - r -  2, 7q-k-r-l+j = j ,  j = 0, . . . , r ,  is well-posed for 
Hq-k-l. The hypotheses of Theorem 1.5 in [7] hold because the accompanying normal (algebraic) 
interpolation matrix satisfies the Polya condition and (trivially) contains no odd supported sequences. 
. (2 ) ,  Therefore, it follows from (50)-(52), that tP~j )y~+. E IIq_k_~ weakly interpolates £~+, on [u,w]. 
Now, we consider the case kE {q - 2r + [½r],...,q - r - 2}. Then, it follows from the above 
consideration that " (2), tP/o x~, E l=iq_l~ weakly interpolates f~, on [v,w] for all fl E {r - [½r],... ,r}. Hence, 
it follows from Lemma 4, that there exists a constant Ks > 0 such that for all h E (0, 1 ] and for all 
f ie { r -  [½rl,...,r}, 7E {0 .... ,q -  fl}, 
(2) ~ W ](f  - P~d )x,v:( )1 ~< Ks hq+j-fl-r. (53) 
In particular, we get for all hE(0, 1] and f ie {r -- [½r],...,q - k - [½r] - 2}, 
[ ( f  (2) -- Pi.j )yk+'xt~(W)] <~ K8 hq-k-#. (54) 
The same argumentation as above shows that (52) again holds. By [7], Theorem 1.5 the Birkhoff 
interpolation for 0 ~< to . . . . .  tq-k-r-2 < tq-k-r-1 =. . .=tq -k - I  ~< 1 and 7 j=r - [½r]+ j ,  j=0 , . . . ,q -  
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k-  r -  2, 7q-k-r-l+j = j ,  j = O,. . . , r ,  is well-posed for I Iq_k_ 1. Therefore, it follows by (54) and 
(52) that " (2) tP/4 )y,+, E I'Iq_,_l weakly interpolates fy,+, on [u,w]. 
,- (2), Thus, we have shown that for all e E {q-  2r , . . . ,  q -  r -  1} the polynomial tP~4 ) /C  IIq_~ weakly 
interpolates f /  on [u, w]. 
By Claim 10 the same is also true for any ~ c {0 , . . . ,q -  2 r -  1}. An application of  Lemma 4 
shows that 
I1 ( / -  _(2) /+i,j)/:ii[,,wl <~ K9 hq+l-:-#, fl =O, . . . ,q -  ~, ~=O, . . . ,q  - r -1 ,  
where/£9 > O, particularly, 
I ( f  -- Pi.j )/x,(W)[ <~ K9h q+l-:-#, fl = 0 . . . . .  q - ~, ct ---- 0 . . . .  ,q - r - 1. (55) 
In addition, we have by (40), 
[ ( f  (2) (56) -- Pi,j)y~x,(V)[ ~ g4 hq+l-~-[l, f l=O, . . . , r -~ ,  ~=0, . . . , r .  
It is easy to see that (55) and (56) together form a complete set of  weak interpolation conditions 
for the triangle T(2),,s • Therefore, the polynomial PI,~ E I'Iq weakly interpolates f on T!2 ),,s • This shows 
Claim 11 in case 1. 
Case 2. Let i=n l  and jE  {1 . . . . .  n2 -  1}. We set u=z, , _L / ,  V=Zn~,j+l and W=Zn,,;. 
By the same arguments as in the proof of Claim 10 (see remark at the end of the proof of  Claim 
10), we obtain by interpolation condition B at w that there exists a constant K10 > 0 such that for 
all h E (0, 1], 
I ( f  (z) -- pn,,j)y:gl(W)[ ~ KlO hq+l-:-#, fi = 0,. . .  ,q -- ~, Ct = 0 , . . . ,q  -- r -- 1. (57) 
It follows by interpolation condition B at v and the C r property of  sf,  that 
( f  (2) (2) -- pn,, j)/g~(V) = ( f  - = fl = 0,. . .  r - o~, ~ 0,.. ,r. p,,j+,)/x,(V) 0, , = . (58)  
We now get from (57) and (58) that the polynomial pi, j-(2) E flq weakly interpolates f on T!2 ),,j . This 
shows Claim 11 in case 2. 
Case 3. Let iE{1 , . . . ,n l}  and j=n2.  We set u=zi, ,~_l ,  v=zi+l,,:  and W=Zi+Ln:-1. NOW, we 
argue analogously as in case 2 with the following difference. If  i > 1, then we get (58) by using 
interpolation condition B at v concerning the triangle T9 ) I f  i = 1, we get (58) by the fact that - l ,n2  " 
p(l) flq weakly interpolates f on the triangle T (~) (compare Claim 9, case 4). l,n2 ~ l,n2 
Now, we show the following: 
Claim 12. For each triangle 1" !1.) i = 1,.. . nl, j = 1,. . . ,n2 the polynomial IJi4-(1) E I-~q weakly inter- 
l , J  "~ 
polates f on Ti(~ ).
To prove Claim 12, we consider three cases. 
Case 1. Let iC{2 , . . . ,n l} ,  jE{1  . . . . .  n2 - 1} be given. We choose u and w as in case 1 of  
Claim 9 and v Zi_l, j. Claim 11 shows that _(2) I~q : (2) ~- IJi_l,j C I, pi,j+l C (Iq) weakly interpolates f on 
TIE) (T(2) ~ Thus, we get from Lemma 3 that there exist constants Kll > 0 and g12 > 0 such  that - -  l , j~ .  " i , j+  1 1"  
for all h E (0, 1], 
] ( f  - pl~lj)x,y,(U)l <~ K,,h q+'-:-~, ~ + fl <<. q, oc, fl >~ O, (59) 
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and 
I ( f  ~z) -- Pi,j+l )y~xl,(W)] <~ Klzh q+l-~-#, o~ q- fl <~ q, ~z, fl >~ O. (60) 
Using the same arguments as in the proof of Claim 9, case 1, we obtain that t'Pi4~l)')~a~_)~ E rlq_~ 
weakly interpolates f(a~-)~ on [u,w] for all c~E {0 , . . . ,q -  r -  1}. 
Therefore, by Lemma 4, 
I ( f  ~'~ -pi,j)~ai)~al,(w)l <~K13h q+l-~-/~, f l=0  . . . . .  q -s ,  a=O, . . . ,q - r -  1, (61) 
where Kl3 > 0. Because of the C r property of sf and Claim 11, we get by Lemma 3 that there 
exists a constant K~4 > 0 such that for all h E (0, 1], 
I ( f  (') , (62) -- Pi,j )(d±),dI'(V)] <~ K14h q+l-~-#, fl = 0, . . .  ,r  -- ~, ~ = 0 . . . .  r. 
It follows from (61) and (62) that the polynomial tli.j-(l)~ I~q weakly interpolates f on T~ ). 
Case 2. Let i = 1 and j E { 1,..., n= - 1 } and u, v and w be choosen as in case 2 of Claim 9. Then 
/ ( I)x I Iq_~ weakly we use (60) and the same arguments as in case 2 of Claim 9 to show that tP~4)(d±)~ E 
interpolates f(a±), on [u,w] for all eE{O, . . . ,q -  r -  1}. Moreover, we get (62) in the same way 
_(1 ) l, j  • as in Case 1. This shows that the polynomial P l j  E I]q weakly interpolates f on T (l) 
Case 3. Let i E { l , . . . ,n l} and j = n2. If i > 1, this case can be treated analogously to case 2, 
with the difference that (59) is used instead of (60). If i = 1, Claim 12 is trivial. Claim 8 now 
follows from Claims 11 and 12. This proves the Theorem. [] 
Remark 13. The results above also hold for splines defined on any simply connected subset of the 
rectangle R which is the union of the given subtriangles such that every pair of successive triangles 
has a common edge. 
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